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About This Game

Hi guys, I'm the developer of the game and now I'll tell you about it. If you don't trust what indie developers say (especially one
who has the game with ahegao face on the poster) you can check my previous game (Teleportals: i swear it's a nice game) and

decide whether it's worth listening to me or not.

If you're still here, then:
Maytroid is an action platformer with Metroidvania-like map system and ecchi gallery. I won't throw big but empty words at

you, we're getting straight to the point:

+Main heroine packed with abilites and acrobatic moves: dash, slide, enemy step, dive-kick, walljump, spirit form, projectile
deflection, boosting, bullet jumping, vampirism.

+Melee and ranged weapons arsenal for different playstyles.

+Interconnected world which you can explore in any direction.

+Enemies and bosses that require you to use all your abilities.

+Shop that allows you to unlock new skills and pictures of the girls from the Gallery.
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+Gallery with anime beauties and their outfit reveal progression.

+Plot. With deep lore and characters.
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What are you doing reading this? you should be already buying this and become a  m a n o f c u l t u r e

Pros:

The gameplay is pretty smooth

Challenging bosses
Cons:

No achievements regarding difficulty
Got this on sale, so, for the price I payed is a  nice game . Maytroid is a side scroller shooter, plays great, have
untouchable outstanding animations and the best, sure, unlockable system, so you use the points you made during
gameplay, to unlock amazing unlockables, and they also include refined sound effects that sounds like mozart on
lions ears, definitively absolutely any sort of castlevania fan should enjoy this game quite a lot since this animations
are just the best, really cool animations in this game, the ui is not the best, multiple tutorial windows at once but not
the end of world by any means, there is a progressive system and great gameplay, for run for exemple you just need
to walk for certain amount of time and you start to run, that is very good, easy to understand and adds challenge to
the game, there is also ledge grab, not akward like in "prince of persia" super realistic way but its there and it works
flawlessly, shooting have autofire, don't worry about button mashing for this one, I would say, the game have
everything you see on the trailer, so if the trailer gets your atention, it really worth the time of any castlevania fan,
I'm huge fan myself, I have completed "castlevania chronicles 1" and I know everything about it, I don't know about
"metroid" but for castlevania fans its more or less similar, but I also don't know anything about "symphony of the
night", so in other words, buy this game, I just told you its a good game, and have cool stuff, so... play the game.

+amazing unlockables
+untouchable animations
+over the top action
+cool tricks you can do with the multi jump mechanic

10\/10
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